
SFD19 - Western Digital

*Yusuf Jamal
“Data is the engine of the global economy”

210K hours of video streamed on Netflix in one minute

5G
Generating the data isn’t enough, need to be able to transmit it

Creating value from data at scale

Blackhole picture
8 radio telescopes form a singular Event Horizon telescope
4.5PB over 5 days

Portfolio breadth
Technology engine
Global scale
Customer value

Heritage of innovation

*Eric Spanneut
Client Computing Business Unit

WD_BLACK - performance storage for gaming

Gaming is mainstream - League of Legends Online
Twitch:
- 2.2M broadcasters
- 15M daily visitors
- 140M monthly users
- 2M peak concurrent viewership

2.5B gamers across the world
557M esports viewers by 2021

- augmented reality
- multi-tasking
- virtual reality
 - 4k / 8k graphics

Aesthetics, capacity, performance



NVMe makes a big difference in gameplay + multi-tasking

*Leah Schoeb - AMD

AMD RADEON - 400M install base and growing:
- PCs
- Macs
- Consoles
- Cloud
- Mobile

Gamers want
- fast frame rates
- high visual quality
- responsiveness
- social and streaming
- broad ecosystem support

$35.7 Billion PC Games revenue

>$1 Billion esports revenue
> billion hours viewed every month

1/2 gamers use high-end hardware
7/10 of gamers are using 3 year old graphics or older ($300+)
7/10 are designed for 1080p gaming

Modern workloads require more memory



Cloud Gaming [photo]

*Stefaan Vervaet
“Smart Video” - formerly the surveillance business

+120M network gamers in CY19
37 Exabytes of data generated daily by gamers in 2019
$2B storage market - CY20
$11.5B global camera market revenue generated in 2019
8% CAGR 2019 - 2023
27% Petabyte growth in CY20

Smart use cases
- health detection
- fleet management
- smart cities
- security
- smart factory

Fast decision making at the endpoint
Smart decision making at the edge
Efficient decision making the core

Trends at the Edge
- smarter value0based use cases driving increased 



- application stream aware
- AllFrame AI Caching
- Garbage Collection Optimisation
- Optimised for SMR

*Huibert Verhoeven
5G and high-speed flash storage - autonomous vehicles

Data generation
- automotive
- mobile
- IoT, industrial, and Edge

30+ Billion connected devices by 2021

5G brings new challenges
- 5G-enabled compute devices will grow for every market segment
- devices must support high-performance applications 

4G is limited to 100Mbps bandwidth
UFS 2.1 does not realise 5G potential
UFS 3.0 improves write speed but false short of 5G demands
SmartSLC enables the data highway

How long does it take to download a 2 hour movie?
3G - 384Kbps - 26 Hours
4G - 100Mbps - 6 minutes
5G - 10Gbps - 3.6 Seconds

“There is value in data”



5G + UFS - high-performance connectivity and storage where data is created and 
consumed

*Phil Bullinger - DCBU

The opportunity and dilemma of data at scale
$3.6T market value of IoT data (2030)
103ZB data created by 2023
Most important business asset

TCO drives DC architecture
- equipment acquisition costs
- server and storage density
- power and cooling costs
- installation, monitoring, and maintenance

Capacity enterprise HDDs empower “storage at scale”

High capacity HDDs drive lower TCO
- more capacity
- less power
- more efficient

Helium-based
80% + 14TB HDD sales
56% + Exabytes shipped
50% + units shipped

The world has a challenge in terms of how to store all of this data

*Swapna
Zoned Storage
SMR built and supported via open source
ZNS - extends flash scaling in the DC

- improves TCO
- based on industry standards
- increases data storage

Sensor data analysis
AI / ML
Serverless

Zoned namespaces enables intelligent, lean SSDs [photo]

ZonedStorage.io

*Carl Che

Zettabyte scale



- mechanical innovation
- firmware and features
- areal density

ePMR
MAMR
HAMR

*Luca Fasoli
Enabling new markets through flash innovation

Vertical scaling - increasing bits per wafers by stacking more layers
Lateral scaling - increasing cells per wafers by packing them closer
Logical scaling - improves the effectiveness of each cell

Capital intensity (CapEx $M / 1% bit growth)

SLC -> MLC - 2 bits per cell - 100% scaling benefit
MLC -> TLC - 3 bits per cell - 50% scaling benefit
TLC -> QLC - 4 bits per cell - 33% scaling benefit
QLC -> PLC - 5 bits per cell - 25% scaling benefit

- scaling innovation is required to meet demand growth
- all thee scaling are necessary in different ways
- introduction of tenurial innovation should be managed to meet demand at the 
appropriate cost

*Scott Hamilton
“Composable infrastructure is AirBnB for storage”

Challenges at Zettabyte scale
- shared-nothing model strands resources
- lack of agility results in SKU explosion
- new use cases move GPUs to the data

NVMe over Fabric provides the solution 
2016 became a standard
- low latency - delivers latencies on par with NVMe SSDs inside x86 servers
- high-performance sharing - NVMe-oF attached SSDs can be shared among 
hundreds of application servers resulting in higher utilisation and lower TCO
- data access and mobility - Fabric-attached data enables cloud-like dynamic access 
and workload mobility

“By 2023, 50% of SSA shipments deployed to support primary storage workloads will 
be based on end-to-end NVMe technology. Up from less than 2% in 2019”



OpenFlex shipping
Open Composable API available on Open Compute
Kazan Networks acquisition
Open Composable Interoperability Lab announced

We tell most folks they’re not hyperscalers - so don’t try and be a hyperscaler. 
But a lot of the key infrastructure vendors are heavily focused on servicing the 
hyperscaler market.

*Richard New
Driving Open Standards and Open Source

- new storage technologies driving the need for new architectures
- increasing diversity of platforms and use cases with unique requirements
- legacy architectures constrain rate and pace of system innovation

Open Hardware
RISC-V
CHIPS Alliance
OpenTitan
OmniXtend - cache coherent memory fabric


